
Camping lamp Superfire T20, 180lm, USB Ref: 6956362932999
Camping lamp Superfire T20, 180lm, USB

SuperFire T20 portable light - ideal for camping
The compact SuperFire T20 light is ideal for camping and more. Shining with a brightness of up to 200 lumens, it  will  provide optimal
illumination in many situations. The powerful 1200 mAh battery guarantees long runtime, and the light weight of 90 g makes it easy to
take the device wherever you want. Moreover, thanks to its 4 light modes, you can easily adjust its performance to your needs.
 
Optimal lighting
The light emitted by the product is friendly to the eyes. It also stands out for its high brightness. That's why the T20 is perfect for a wide
range of scenarios - almost anywhere it can provide exactly the illumination you want - both indoors and outdoors.
 
4 lighting modes
The SuperFire light can shine in 4 ways - strong, weak, with strobe effect or in SOS mode. This makes it ideal for various applications. It
will provide excellent illumination on a camping trip, in a garage or in a food shed. It will also work well as a bedside lamp in a bedroom
or in a child's room. The possibilities are almost endless.
 
Extremely powerful
The  powerful  rechargeable  battery  provides  up  to  10  hours  of  operation  in  powerful  light  mode.  What's  more,  you  can  quickly  and
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conveniently charge the lamp with a simple USB cable. All this means that the T20 will delight you with efficient, effective performance.
It doesn't take much to enjoy extremely bright lighting for 10 hours!
 
Enjoy convenient operation
The T20 is also extremely easy to use. One convenient button allows you to perform all operations. With its help you will turn the lamp on
and off, as well as change the light mode. The most important thing is your convenience!
 
See even more
It is possible to hang the lamp on a special hook. This will  allow you to apply it in even more diverse scenarios. For example, you can
hang it in the garage to see more when you tinker. Take advantage of this possibility also when camping - this way you will  brilliantly
brighten up even the darkest night.
 
Take it with you
The lamp is light and small - its dimensions are only 80x80x74 mm. So you can easily fit it in your luggage and take it with you to a tent
or on a camper trip. The device does not take up too much space, so you can use it almost anywhere you need it. T20 is optimal lighting
while saving space!
 
W zestawie
Lampa turystyczna
Przewód USB
	Producer 
	Superfire
	Model	
	T20
	Light source	
	2835led
	Rated power	
	2
	Operating time	
	4-10H
	Lumens	
	180
	Drop resistance (meters)	
	1
	Size (mm)	
	80x80x74
	Weight (g)	
	60
	Waterproof	
	NO
	Max. beam distance	
	5
	Charging port	
	micro USB
	Battery capacity (mAh)	
	1200
	Material	
	pp
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	Charging time	
	3H

Price:

Before: € 5.0061

Now: € 4.50

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Flashlight, Camping lamp
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